
Preview Questions

1. How and why did the 
bourgeoisie become the 
dominant class after 
1830?

2. What were liberalism 
and nationalism, and 
how did these two 
movements impact 
events during the Age 
of the Bourgeoisie?

3. What were the period’s 
major developments in 
philosophy, religion, 
and science, and how 
did they in! uence the 
wider culture?

4. What role did Manet 
play in the founding of 
modern art?

5. What was realism and 
how was it expressed in 
literature and the arts?

As noted in Chapter 18, the French and American Revolutions 

promised political power to the disfranchised, and the Industrial Revolu-

tion offered hope for a higher standard of living to the oppressed. Build-

ing on these hopes, upheavals punctuated the history of this period. By 

the end of the nineteenth century, these expectations remained largely 

unful# lled in Europe. Bene# ts were reaped mainly by one group—the 

bourgeoisie. Left behind was a new class created by industrialism—the 

proletariat, or working class.

Honoré Daumier’s Third-Class Carriage illustrates many crosscurrents 

at play in the Age of the Bourgeoisie. The railroad, a marvel of industrial 

technology, seemed to shrink the size of the world and to speed up the 

shift from a rural to an urban economy. Liberal rhetoric proclaimed the 

equality of all people, yet the grades of rail fares showed the shallowness 

of that thought. Indeed, money increasingly mattered in how people ac-

tually lived. Third-class coach was the cheapest rail fare, and Daumier’s 

painting reveals what such a cheap ticket could buy: cramped quarters 

with plain décor. In this scene, two groups of travelers are depicted: urban 

workers (men and women dressed in plain clothing) and businessmen (in 

top hats). Daumier seems divided in his point of view: he presents a realis-

tic image of the growing democratization of public life, yet simultaneously 

he shows the isolation of individual travelers, as they avoid any personal 

interaction.

Faced with the period’s unequal social conditions, many urban work-

ers, joined by radicals from other classes, acted out their frustrated hopes 

through direct political action and social movements, demanding uni-

versal suffrage and a fairer distribution of power and wealth. Rejecting 

the liberal creed of the bourgeoisie, some of the disillusioned set forth the 

ideals of socialism. Successive waves of revolutionary uprising resulted in 

reforms by the ruling elites. However, the limited nature of these reforms 

failed to stem the tide of social resentment.

The Triumph of the Bourgeoisie
1830–1871
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nationalists advocated humanitarian values, stressing 
the concept that all members of a nation are brothers 
and sisters. As nationalism spread, these values were 
often expanded to include liberal ideals, republican 
principles, and even democratic beliefs. National-
ism became a force in central, southern, and eastern 
Europe, where the states of what would become Ger-
many and Italy were still little more than “geographic 
expressions” (Map 19.1). However, after 1848 national-
ism grew increasingly militant and ethnocentric.

The Revolutions of 1830 and 1848

The repressive policies imposed at the Congress of  
Vienna in 1815 were challenged by a series of upris-
ings, beginning in France with the July Revolution 
of 1830, which overthrew the last Bourbon king and 
installed Louis Philippe (r. 1830–1848) and a liberal 
constitution (Figure 19.1). This regime—known as the 
July Monarchy—eventually became the tool of the 
rich middle class at the expense of the workers. Voting 
rights were limited to wealthy male property-owners, 
and laws favored an unregulated economy. The July 
Monarchy showed that the middle class, once empow-
ered, refused to extend the bene#ts of liberalism to 
disfranchised groups.

Liberal revolutions followed France’s lead, #rst in 
Belgium and then in central and southern Europe, 
but they all failed. In central Europe, local authorities 
backed by Austrian troops quickly crushed the liberal 
uprisings and punished rebels, imposed martial law, 
reinstituted censorship, and took control of the school 
systems. Although liberals continued to work for 
moderate reforms, conservatives dashed their hopes. 
Across central and eastern Europe, the one force 
emerging as a rallying point was nationalism, focus-
ing on ethnic identity and common cultural heritage.

These sociopolitical events were echoed in the cul-
tural realm. From its peak in the 1820s, romanticism de-
clined and slowly faded away. Embraced by the middle 
class, the style became respectable, timid, and repeti-
tious. By midcentury, realism had emerged as the lead-
ing style, re!ecting the new social and political order. 
By focusing on ordinary people, realists strove to depict 
in objective terms “the heroism of everyday life.” At 
the same time, traditional beliefs and values were be-
ing challenged on a host of fronts, including Darwin’s 
theory of evolution, Pasteur’s germ theory of disease, 
and the invention of the camera (Timeline 19.1).

THE POLITICAL  
AND ECONOMIC SCENE: 
LIBERALISM AND NATIONALISM
The twin forces of liberalism and nationalism drove 
many of the period’s events. The basic premise of  
liberalism—the individual should be free from exter-
nal control—resonated with the American and French 
Revolutions as well as the bourgeois class’s need to 
liberate itself from aristocratic society. The liberal  
political agenda included constitutionally guaranteed 
political and civil rights, especially free speech, reli-
gious toleration, and voting rights for property-owners. 
Perhaps most important, liberalism promoted laissez-
faire economics, which allowed the wealthy classes to 
maximize their pro#ts and justi#ed their control of the 
workers. Liberalism was most successful in England, 
France, and Belgium, failed to take root in Italy and 
central and eastern Europe, and never affected czarist 
Russia.

In contrast, nationalism emphasized cooperation 
among all of a country’s people who shared a common 
language and heritage. Overlooking class divisions, 

Timeline 19.1 THE AGE OF THE BOURGEOISIE 
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out foreign troops and set up constitutional monar-
chies, republics, or democracies with universal male 
suffrage. A few governments—in!uenced by the new 
movement known as socialism—addressed economic 
problems by passing laws to stimulate productivity, 
improve working conditions, and aid the poor with re-
lief or employment programs.

By fall, the conservatives—the army, the aristocrats, 
and the church—had rallied to defeat the disorga-
nized revolutionaries, and by January 1849 many of 
the old rulers had reclaimed power. After the failed 

revolutions of 1848, the idealism of the liberals, social 

In 1848 accumulated dissatisfactions and frustra-
tions erupted in another series of uprisings across 
Europe (Table 19.1), starting with demonstrations and 
riots in Paris in February. The rebellions were pro-
pelled by liberal ideals and nationalistic goals, but 
their immediate causes were declining production, ris-
ing unemployment, and falling agricultural prices. By 
spring, the path of revolution ran from Paris through 
Berlin to Vienna, and all along this route varied group-
ings of bourgeoisie, intellectuals, workers, students, 
and nationalists toppled kings and ministers. Tempo-

rary governments, led by liberals and reformers, drove 

MAP 19.1 EUROPE AFTER THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA, 1815

This map shows the political divisions of Europe after the defeat of Napoleon. 1. Compare this map with Map 18.1, Europe at the Height of Napoleon’s Power. 

2. Notice the trend toward larger but fewer states. 3. Which states improved their territorial holdings at the Congress of Vienna? 4. Which states were the 

losers at the congress? 5. Identify the German Confederation and its boundary. 6. Which state, Austria or Prussia, was better positioned to emerge as leader 

of the German Confederation?
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supporters of any type of reform, became even more 
committed to the belief that if any change did come, it 
would begin at the top, not the bottom, of society.

Limited Reform in France and Great Britain  
An astute observer of the 1848 revolutions was Louis-
Napoleon Bonaparte, nephew of the former French em-
peror. He became Emperor Napoleon III (r. 1852–1870) 
of the Second French Empire by appealing to both the 
bourgeoisie and the working class. A benign despot, 
he ruled over a sham representative government sup-
ported by a growing middle class made prosperous 
by an expanding industrial base. He also provided the 
poor with social services; with an economic plan and 
subsidies, he enabled most urban workers and farmers 
to maintain a high standard of living.

In Great Britain, a liberal coalition of landed and busi-
ness interests pushed a reform bill through Parliament in 

reformers, and nationalists gave way to an unsenti-
mental vision of politics backed by the use of force. 
This perspective came to be known as realpolitik, a 
German term that means “practical politics,” a tactful 
way of saying “power politics.”

European Affairs in the Grip of Realpolitik

From 1850 to 1871, realpolitik guided the European 
states as conservative regimes turned to strong and ef-
!cient armies, short, !erce wars, and ambiguously writ-
ten agreements to resolve the problems that surfaced 
in the 1848 revolts. Otto von Bismarck (1815–1898), the 
prime minister of Prussia and future architect of Ger-
man uni!cation, mocked the failure of the liberals’ par-
liamentary reforms and asserted that his country’s fate 
would be settled not with speeches but with “blood and 
iron.” Nationalists in Austrian-occupied Italy learned 
that Italian unity could be achieved only by military 

force and clever diplomacy. The Russian czars, seldom 

Figure 19.1 FRANÇOIS RUDE. The Departure of the Volunteers.  

1833–1836. Approx. 42 × 26′. Paris. This sculptural group, depicting  

a crowd of warriors inspired by the winged Liberty, symbolizes the French 

people on the march during the revolution of 1830, the "rst of a series of 

revolutions in nineteenth-century Europe. Designed for the Arch of Triumph 

in Paris, the work came to be known affectionately as La Marseillaise, the 

name of the French national anthem.

TABLE 19.1  MAJOR POLITICAL EVENTS  

OF 1815–1871

EVENT AND DATE OUTCOME

Congress of  Inaugurates an era of  

Vienna, 1815 repression

July Revolution  Ends the Bourbon dynasty  

in France, 1830  and installs the bourgeois 

monarchy

First English  Extends voting rights to  

reform bill, 1832 wealthy middle-class males

Revolution in  Ends the bourgeois monarchy  

France, 1848  and installs the Second 

Republic, with Louis-Napoleon 

as president

Revolutions in  Their failure leads to an era  

Europe, 1848–1851 dominated by realpolitik

Creation of Second  Louis-Napoleon becomes  

French Empire, 1851  Napoleon III and leads 

empire until 1870

Kingdom of Italy,  Sicily joins Piedmont 

1860  

Creation of German  Engineered by Bismarck  

Empire, 1862–1871  using a policy of “blood and 

iron”; unites German states 

around Prussia

American Civil War,  Preserves national union and  

1861–1865 abolishes slavery

Second English  Extends voting rights to  

reform bill, 1867 working-class males

Franco-Prussian  Destroys the Second French   

War, 1871  Empire, proclaims the 

German Empire, and leaves 

a legacy of French bitterness 

toward Germany
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abrupt end later that year, toppled the Second Empire 
of Napoleon III, and resulted in France’s humiliation in 
the treaty signed at Versailles in 1871, proclaiming the 
German Empire. The seeds of World War I were sown 
by this crucial turn of events (Map 19.2).

On the Italian peninsula, most of which was ruled 
by Austrian princes, liberalism and nationalism were 
also causes of disruption. In the 1830s, Italian liberals 
inspired by the revolutionary writings of Giuseppe 
Mazzini [maht-SEE-nee] (1805–1872) banded together 
to form Young Italy, a nationalist movement, and 
the independent Italian state of Piedmont-Sardinia 
emerged as the hope of liberals. Piedmont was a con-
stitutional monarchy that honored its subjects’ civil 
and political rights. Its economy was well balanced 
between farming and trade, and under Prime Min-
ister Count Camillo Benso di Cavour [kuh-VOOR] 
(1810–1861), the standard of living was raised for many 
Piedmontese, especially middle-class merchants and 
manufacturers.

Between 1859 and 1871, Piedmont expelled most of 
the Austrians. As part of his grand strategy to unite 
Italy, Cavour, with the encouragement of Napoleon III 
of France, annexed parts of central and southern 
Italy. Further assistance came from the !ercely patri-
otic soldier Giuseppe Garibaldi [gahr-uh-BAHL-dee]  
(1807–1882), who, with his personal army of a thousand 
“Red Shirts,” invaded and liberated the Kingdom of 
the Two Sicilies (see Map 19.1) from its Spanish Bour-
bon ruler. In 1860 Sicilians voted overwhelmingly to 
join Piedmont in a Kingdom of Italy, and soon there-
after the Italian mosaic fell into place. In 1866 Austria 
gave up Venetia, and in 1870 Rome fell to nationalist 

troops and became Italy’s capital.

1832 over the protests of the conservatives. This new 
law redrew Britain’s political map to re#ect the popu-
lation shift resulting from industrialization. It also en-
franchised thousands of new male voters by lowering 
the property quali!cations for voting, although mil-
lions of citizens still could not vote. In 1867 a second 
reform bill extended voting rights to working-class 
males. Under Queen Victoria (r. 1837–1901), with politi-
cal forces balanced evenly between liberals and con-
servatives, Great Britain reached its apex of economic 
power and prestige (Figure 19.2).

Wars and Uni!cation in Central Europe Among 
the German-speaking states, the small principali-
ties tended to discard liberalism and embrace mili-
tant nationalism. Their concerns were overshadowed, 
however, by the power struggle between Prussia and 
Austria for control of central Europe. William I became 
king of Prussia in 1861, and Bismarck was appointed 
his prime minister. Over the next few years, Bismarck 
built the Prussian army into a !erce !ghting machine, 
at the same time ignoring liberal protests and the 
Prussian assembly and its laws. Nationalism replaced 
liberalism as the rallying cry of the Prussians, and 
Bismarck used this shift to unite the Germans around 
the Prussian state at the expense of France and Austria 
(see Map 19.1).

Bismarck achieved his goal by neutralizing poten-
tial enemies through deft diplomacy and, failing that, 
through force. By 1866 he had united the German states 
into the North German Confederation, a union that ex-
cluded Austria. In 1870 he engineered a diplomatic cri-
sis that forced France to declare war on Prussia. Costly 

French defeats brought the Franco-Prussian War to an 

Figure 19.2 CHARLES BARRY AND A. W. N. PUGIN. The Houses of Parliament. 1836–1860. Big Ben (right) 

320′ high; Victoria Tower (left) 336′ high; riverfront width 800′. London. In contrast to the revolutionary 

tradition on the Continent, Great Britain struggled to respond to changing political and social realities through 

debate and reform. To many observers in England and abroad, Parliament symbolized the success of liberalism 

and the representative legislative system. The Gothic spires of the Houses of Parliament rose in the mid–

nineteenth century after the old buildings burned. Along with the neighboring clock tower known as Big Ben  

(a name applied originally only to the bell), they still stand today as the most recognizable image of modern London.
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Unlike Europe’s contemporaneous wars, which were 
brief and resulted in relatively few deaths, the Ameri-
can Civil War lasted four years and resulted in huge 
losses on both sides (Figure 19.4). The Northern victory 
in 1865, engineered by President Abraham Lincoln (in 
of!ce 1861–1865), saved the Union and guaranteed 
freedom for the slaves. But animosity between the 
North and the South continued to smolder during the 
war’s aftermath, called Reconstruction (1865–1876), 
and relations remained strained, particularly over ra-
cial matters, for more than a century.

Industrialism, Technology, and Warfare

Underlying the political upheavals of this period were 
rapid changes in industrialism, technology, and war-
fare. The three became more closely intertwined as 
they spread across Europe and the Atlantic Ocean, af-
fecting the daily lives of people at every social level.

Civil War in the United States

Paralleling the turbulent uni!cation of the states of 
Italy and Germany, the United States was also under-
going expansion and centralization, processes that 
carried within themselves the seeds of con#ict. The 
economy was mixed and regionally divided. On one 
side stood the Northeast, the national leader in com-
merce, trade, and banking and the site of a growing 
factory system; on the other side was the South, domi-
nated by huge cotton plantations cultivated by thou-
sands of black slaves. The unsettled western lands 
formed a third region.

After 1830 the economic issues that divided the 
northern and southern states became intensi!ed over 
the question of slavery (Figure 19.3). As settlers moved 
west, the debate over the spread of slavery into these 
new territories and states aggravated sectional in-
terests. In 1861 the southern states seceded from the 
Union, provoking a civil war.

MAP 19.2 EUROPE IN 1871

This map shows the political divisions of Europe in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. 1. Compare this map with Map 19.1, Europe after the Congress 

of Vienna. 2. Notice the sacri!ce of the small states in the German Confederation and on the Italian peninsula to the uni!ed countries of Germany and Italy.  

3. Observe the changes in the European holdings of the Ottoman Empire. 4. Consider how the uni!cation of Germany threatened the dominance of France  

in Europe. 5. Which states divided Poland among themselves?
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competing national postal rates led to the formation of 
the Universal Postal Union (UPU); within ten years, 
the UPU numbered !fty-!ve independent countries.

New Technologies Rapid technological advances 
con!rmed the revolutionary nature of the indus- 
trial age.

The steam engine, invented in 1769, was used in the 
following transportation and manufacturing:

Steamboats, with paddle wheels (1807); their hey-
day was 1816–1870, on the Ohio and Mississippi 
Rivers.

Steam locomotives (1830); the Age of the Rail-
road was 1830–1945.

Water turbines (1820s) were used !rst in sawmills 
and textile mills and, after 1882, also in hydro-
electric plants.

Gas lighting, with coal gas, came into use in the 
early 1800s in Great Britain. It was used for lighting 

 Industrialism: The Shrinking Globe After 
its beginnings in England in the 1700s (see 
Chapter 18), industrialism started to take root in 

France in the 1830s, and a short time later Belgium en-
tered the industrial age. For the next forty years, Bel-
gium and France were the chief economic powers on 
the Continent, with factory and railway systems radi-
ating from Paris and Brussels to Vienna and Milan by 
1871. The expansion of rail lines meant that factories 
no longer needed to be near coal mines or clustered in 
urban areas. Inventions in communications, such as 
the telegraph, made it easier for industrialists to take 
advantage of distant resources and markets, and in 
1866 engineers laid a transatlantic telegraph cable, 
linking Europe and America. Further shrinking of the 
globe occurred with the founding of national postal 
systems. The United Kingdom led the way (1839), cre-
ating the world’s !rst postal service with a uniform 
postage rate. Switzerland and Brazil soon followed 

with their own systems (1843). By 1878, a crazy quilt of 

 Figure 19.3 JOSEPH MALLORD WILLIAM TURNER. The Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing Overboard  

the Dead and Dying, Typhoon Coming On). Ca. 1840. Oil on canvas, 353/4 × 481/4″. Museum  

of Fine Arts, Boston. Turner was motivated, in part, to paint The Slave Ship because of the  

famous Zong trial of 1783. The captain of the Zong, a British slave ship, in a ploy to collect insurance on his 

“property,” claimed that because the ship was running out of water, he ordered the crew to throw the sick 

slaves overboard. At the trial, testimony proved that there was no water shortage on the ship. However, the 

court saw the incident as a civil insurance issue, not a criminal case, and the insurance company eventually 

had to pay for the loss of property—that is, the value of the slaves who had died. By the time he painted The 

Slave Ship (ca. 1840), Parliament had, in the 1830s, abolished slavery in the British colonies. Turner’s terrifying 

image of natural calamity and human cruelty re!ected the humanitarian values that had surfaced during the 

parliamentary and national debates about slavery. The ghoulish scene, painted in Turner’s unique romantic 

style, depicts the castaway bodies of the dead and dying, encircled by hungry "sh, as they sink into the  

stormy sea.
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bankers, made loans to "edgling companies for new 
factories, warehouses, ships, and railways, thereby 
generating more wealth for capitalists with surplus 
funds to invest.

 Symbols of the Bourgeois Age: The Crystal 
Palace and the Suez Canal As Europe’s 
economy grew, two marvels of the industrial 

age—the Crystal Palace in London and the Suez Canal 
in Egypt—captured the world’s imagination. The iron 
and glass Crystal Palace housed the Great Exhibition 
of 1851—in effect, the !rst world’s fair. There, the new-
est inventions and machine-made goods were dis-
played for everyone to see, rich and poor alike. Al- 
though many nations displayed products and inven-
tions, Great Britain’s exhibits were the most impressive, 
thereby proving that it was the world’s leading indus-
trial and agricultural power (Figure 19.6).

The second marvel, the Suez Canal, linked the Gulf 
of Suez and the Red Sea with the Mediterranean Sea. 
Funded by a French company and opened in 1869, the 
canal shortened the distance between Europe and In-
dia, thus enabling steamships to ferry passengers and 
goods around the globe more quickly and comfort-
ably (Figure 19.7).

both streets and homes. By 1870, most European towns 
and cities were out!tted with gas lights. Oil, a new 
power source discovered in Pennsylvania in 1859, was 
mainly a source of kerosene for lamps; gasoline was 
considered a waste by-product during this period.

New military technology included steam-powered 
boats and railway engines, to haul troops, horses, and 
supplies; and the “needle gun,” a breech-loading ri"e 
that !red a cartridge, instead of a muzzle-loading mus-
ket that shot a ball. The industrial-military complex, 
with weapons from arms manufacturers and orders 
from government procurement of!cials, continued to 
evolve. By 1870 Germany, now uni!ed around Prus-
sia, was setting the pace in strategy and weaponry in 
Continental Europe.

The Spread of Industrialism In 1830 Great Brit-
ain passed into another phase of the Industrial Revo-
lution. While continuing to build ships and construct 
factories, its industrialists laid a network of rail lines 
linking all its major cities by 1850 (Figure 19.5). In Brit-
ain and on the Continent, the mining of new coal and 
iron deposits and the rise of imports in materials for 
textiles and other goods kept the machines of indus-
try humming. British !nanciers, joined by Continental 

Figure 19.4 ÉDOUARD MANET. The Battle 

of the U.S.S. Kearsarge and the C.S.S. 

Alabama. 1864. Oil on canvas, 541/4 × 

503/4″. Philadelphia Museum of Art. John 

G. Johnson Collection, 1917. The American 

Civil War was also fought on the high seas. The 

C.S.S. Alabama was built in England in 1862 

and, for twenty-two months, this commercial 

raider attacked Union merchant ships until the 

U.S.S. Kearsarge sank it off the French coast 

in 1864. Many bystanders on shore witnessed 

the battle, and reports quickly reached Paris, 

where Manet, after reading about the event, 

painted his imagined version of the con!ict. He 

not only caught the drama of naval warfare but 

also documented its technological changes—

the combining of steam with sail. His painting 

started a trend among French artists to travel 

to the coast and paint seascapes. In the 1870s, 

the impressionists (see Chapter 20) painted 

many marine scenes, which helped establish 

their reputation.
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Figure 19.6 JOSEPH PAXTON. Crystal  

Palace, Hyde Park, London. 1851. Cast  

iron, wrought iron, and glass. Color 

lithograph with watercolor, by Joseph  

Nash. Approx. 211/2 × 295/8″. Guildhall 

Library, London. This illustration shows the 

splendor of the Great Exhibition of 1851, which 

so impressed visitors. When the fair closed, the 

Crystal Palace was disassembled and rebuilt 

in South London, where it stood as an arts and 

entertainment center until destroyed by "re 

in 1936. The “prefab” construction principles 

of the Crystal Palace foreshadowed modern 

building methods.

Figure 19.5 W. P. FRITH. The Railway 

Station. Ca. 1862. Oil on canvas, 3′10″ × 

8′5″. Royal Holloway College and Bedford 

New College, Surrey, England. London  

was the hub of England’s economy long before 

the Industrial Revolution, and with the coming 

of the railroads its position was enhanced. 

The massive new railway stations, often 

constructed of glass and iron, symbolized  

the changing business and leisure habits of 

life. In this painting of one of London’s new 

rail stations, Frith’s well-dressed middle-class 

citizens convey the excitement of travel as  

well as its novelty and uncertainty.
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NINETEENTH-CENTURY 
THOUGHT: PHILOSOPHY, 
RELIGION, AND SCIENCE
The period 1830 to 1870 was rich in intellectual dis-
course. Liberalism, based on the ideas of Locke, Mon-
tesquieu, Rousseau, and Voltaire, and tested and proven 
in the American and French Revolutions, was now re-
de!ned. Socialism, born in reaction to industrialism 
and liberal economic theory, emerged as a galvanizing 
force for change among the working classes. Popular 
religion, in protest against the embryonic secular state, 
gave rise to evangelicalism, a conservative movement 
dedicated to biblical authority. And breakthroughs in 
science and thought challenged traditional ways of 
understanding the world and history.

Liberalism Rede!ned

At the heart of the debate over liberalism was the ques-
tion “Which is primary, the individual or the group?” 
Liberalism glori!ed free expression for each human 
being, and capitalists used liberal arguments to justify 
their economic policies. But the corollaries of these pol-
icies seemed to be poverty, degradation, and injustice 
for workers, and new voices began to be raised in sup-
port of approaches that promised antidotes to the in-
justices of industrial capitalism. Primary among these 
were a variety of socialisms, forms of political and so-
cial organization in which material goods are owned 
and distributed by the community or the government.

In the late 1700s, English philosopher and social 
theorist Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) had developed 
a variant of liberalism known as utilitarianism. Ben-
tham made “utility” his supreme moral principle, mean-
ing that what gave pleasure to both the individual and 
society was right and what gave pain was wrong. Util-
ity for society was always identi!ed with “the greatest 
good for the greatest number”—a view that re"ected 
Bentham’s commitment to democracy. Accepting lib-
eralism’s laissez-faire ideal, yet tempering it with the 
principle of utility, Bentham pushed for a renovation 
of the repressive and outmoded governments of his 
time, including reform of the legal system, prisons, 
and education.

After 1830 Bentham’s ideas were reinterpreted by 
bourgeois liberalism’s strongest defender, the English 
philosopher John Stuart Mill (1806–1873). Growing to 
maturity in the second phase of the industrial age, 
Mill became increasingly fearful that the masses and 
a powerful state would ultimately destroy individual 
rights and human dignity. In his essay On Liberty 
(1859), Mill argued that the continued existence of the 
“civilized community” required the fullest freedom 
of speech, discussion, and behavior that was possible 

among all citizens, as long as no person was physically 

The Crystal Palace, the Suez Canal, and other won-
ders of the age were made possible by the labor of mil-
lions of workers—men, women, and children. On the 
Continent, the working and living conditions of this 
group were no better than the squalid circumstances 
found in Great Britain in the !rst stage of the Indus-
trial Revolution. The social costs of industrialism, no-
tably the rapid growth of cities that threw poor and 
ill-trained people into slums and ghettos, were part of 
its negative side. The slums became breeding grounds 
for class hatred and offered ready audiences for revo-
lutionaries and socialists advocating revolt and social 
changes. The rebellions that "ashed across the Conti-
nent in 1848 were caused partly by the mounting frus-
trations in these working-class areas.

Even a large segment of the middle class remained 
cut off from economic and political power. In the 
United States, all white males were granted suffrage in 
the 1820s, and in England voting rights were granted 
to working-class males in the Reform Act of 1867. The 
revolutions of 1830 and 1848 widened the franchise for 
French, Italian, German, and Austrian men, although 
important government posts were always reserved for 
aristocrats. Women still could not vote anywhere in 
1871, nor could wage earners (except for British and 
American workers) and members of the lower middle 
class. Universal suffrage was not yet a reality.

 Figure 19.7 A French Frigate in the Suez Canal. 1869.  

Just as Great Britain showed the world what it could achieve 

through industry and agriculture, so France demonstrated its 

technological and engineering genius in digging the Suez Canal. The Suez 

Canal Company, headed by the French entrepreneur Ferdinand de Lesseps 

[duh lay-SEPS] (1805–1894), began its work in 1859 and completed the 

canal ten years later. The French vessel pictured here was one of the "rst 

to navigate this waterway linking the Mediterranean with the Orient.
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emphasis on Spirit. Since his radical politics made a 
teaching post untenable in reactionary Prussia, Marx 
became editor of a Cologne newspaper. When the po-
lice shut down the paper, he sought refuge abroad. 
From Brussels, he and Friedrich Engels (1820–1895), 
his lifelong friend and coauthor, were asked to de-
velop a set of principles for a German workers’ soci-
ety. The resulting pamphlet, The Communist Manifesto 
(1848), became the bible of socialism. Both men played 
minor roles in the 1848 revolts, seeing in them the !rst 
steps of a proletarian revolution. Marx spent his last 
years in London, writing his major work, Capital (vol-
ume 1, 1867; volumes 2 and 3, completed by Engels, 
1885–1894), and founding an international workers’ as-
sociation to implement his ideas.

Marx’s approach to historical change differed radi-
cally from the utopian view. According to Marx, his-
tory moved in a dialectical pattern as the Hegelians 
had argued, but not in rhythm with abstract ideas, 
or the World Spirit. Instead, Marx thought that ma-
terial reality conditioned historical development; the 
various stages of history, which were propelled by 
class con"icts, unfolded as one economic group re-
placed another. For example, the bourgeoisie, which 
had emerged out of the collapse of the feudal system, 
represented only a moment in history, destined dia-
lectically to bring forth its own gravedigger, the pro-
letariat, or the urban working class. Moreover, the 
institutions and ideas of a society constituted a su-
perstructure erected on the foundation of economic 
reality; governments, law, the arts, and the humanities 
merely re"ected the values of a particular ruling class.

Marx then forecast a revolt by the proletariat, who 
would install a classless society. He believed that the 
workers’ revolution would be international in scope 
and that communist intellectuals would assist in bring-
ing an end to bourgeois rule. For Marx, socialism was 
not the answer to the ills of the Age of the Bourgeoisie 
but was a transitional stage to communism, where all 
class distinctions would be abolished and the exploita-
tion of the masses would be ended. Elaborating on his 
political, economic, and social theories, Marx’s follow-
ers created Marxism and, inspired by his ideal society, 
organized to abolish the capitalist system, although 
their impact before 1871 was minimal.

From the !rst, socialism appealed especially to 
women, because it condemned existing social rela-
tions and called for universal emancipation. The ideal 
classless society would be free of every inequality, in-
cluding sexual inequality. Utopian socialists were the 
most welcoming to supporters of female rights. For 
example, Fourier claimed that female freedom was 
the touchstone for measuring human liberation every-
where; Owen espoused a new moral order in which 
sexual and class differences would be overcome in 
cooperative, loving communities; and Saint-Simon 

harmed. Mill’s essay represents the high point of En-
glish liberalism.

After having advocated laissez-faire economics in 
his 1848 edition of the Principles of Political Economy, in 
later editions Mill embraced a mild form of socialism. 
Condemning unbridled economic competition, he 
reasoned that though production was subject to eco-
nomic laws, distribution was not, and thus humans 
should divide the bene!ts of industrialism along ratio-
nal lines. Mill also campaigned for religious toleration 
and minority rights and became a staunch supporter 
of women’s right to vote and own property. In many 
of his writings, Mill collaborated with Harriet Taylor, 
his wife.

Socialism

Liberalism provided support for bourgeois values, 
but socialism seemed to many European workers and 
intellectuals to be the irresistible wave of the future. 
Socialism began as a reaction to industrialism and 
came to be its most severe critic, holding out a vision 
of what society might become if only certain funda-
mental reforms were made. Two main groups spoke 
for socialism in the 1800s: the utopian socialists and 
the Marxists. The utopians, who had their greatest im-
pact before 1848, believed that the ills of industrial so-
ciety could be overcome through cooperation between 
workers and capitalists. In contrast, the Marxists, who 
"ourished after 1848, held the utopians in contempt 
as naive idealists and called for revolutions, violence, 
and the inevitable triumph of scienti!c socialism—a 
term coined by Marxists that re"ects their faith in the 
inexorable laws of their theory of history.

The principal utopian socialists—Robert Owen 
(1771–1858) (himself a wealthy industrialist), Comte 
de Saint-Simon [san-see-MOH(N)] (1760–1825), and 
Charles Fourier [FOOR-ee-ay] (1772–1837)—shared the 
belief that a more just society could be introduced us-
ing the discoveries about society made in communal 
associations that served as laboratories for their phil-
osophical ideas. All three thinkers were concerned 
more about the consumption of the fruits of industri-
alism than about the creation of goods. To them, the 
workers were simply not receiving a fair share for 
their efforts and were being victimized by a ruthless, 
competitive system. To solve these problems, the uto-
pian socialists proposed a number of alternatives, but 
their often impracticable schemes had little chance of 
succeeding in an age that was becoming more scien-
ti!c and realistic.

The utopian socialists and their supporters quickly 
faded from view once Karl Marx (1818–1883) appeared 
on the scene. As a student at the University of Berlin, 
Marx studied Hegel’s dialectical explanation of his-
torical change, but as an atheist he rejected Hegel’s 
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decree, which was made retroactive, led to a schism 
with some disaffected Catholics in the Netherlands, 
Germany, and Switzerland, but it slowly faded from 
prominence. Until 1963 the Catholic Church seemed 
self-isolated and opposed to all progressive ideas.

Meanwhile, in a development that alarmed some 
Christians, some German Protestant scholars began to 
study the Bible not as a divinely inspired book inca-
pable of error but simply as a set of human writings 
susceptible to varied interpretations—a movement 
called higher criticism. These scholars began to try to 
identify the author or authors of each of the biblical 
books rather than relying on old accounts of their ori-
gins, to study each text to determine its sources rather 
than treating each book as a divine revelation, and, 
most important, to assess the accuracy of each account 
rather than accepting it as God’s !nal word. By 1871 
orthodox Christians across the West were engaged 
in intellectual battles with the higher critics, some of 
whom portrayed Jesus not as God’s son but as a myth-
ological !gure or a human teacher.

While the higher critics chipped away at Christian-
ity from within, science assaulted it from outside. Ge-
ologists !rst discredited the biblical story of creation, 
and then biologists questioned the divine origin of hu-
man beings. The challenge from geology was led by 
the Englishman Charles Lyell [LIE-uhl] (1797–1875), 
whose fossil research showed that the earth was much 
older than Christians claimed. By treating each of 
God’s six days of creation as symbolic of thousands of 
years of divine activity, Protestant Christians were able 
to weather this particular intellectual storm. Not so 
easily overcome, however, was biology’s threat to bibli-
cal authority.

Following the Bible, the church was clear in its ex-
planation of humanity’s origin: Adam and Eve were 
the !rst parents, having been created by God after he 
had fashioned the rest of the animate world. Parallel-
ing this divine account was a secular argument for 
evolution. Based on Greek thought, but without solid 
proofs, it remained a theory and nothing more for cen-
turies. In 1859, however, the theory of evolution gained 
dramatic support when the Englishman Charles Dar-
win (1809–1882) published On the Origin of Species. Mar-
shaling data to prove that evolution was a principle of 
biological development rather than a mere hypoth-
esis, Darwin showed that over the course of millennia 
modern plants and animals had evolved from simpler 
forms through a process of natural selection.

In 1871, in Descent of Man, Darwin applied his !nd-
ings to human beings, portraying them as the outcome 
of millions of years of evolution. Outraged clergy at-
tacked Darwin for his atheism, and equally zealous 
Darwinians ridiculed those who adhered to the bib-
lical story of creation for their credulity. Today, the 

preached the moral superiority of women, though he 
preferred sexual complementarity to sexual equality.

Marx and Engels’s views on women were ambigu-
ous. They urged the full integration of women into the 
workforce as a condition of female emancipation but 
insisted that freedom for male workers was key to rad-
ical social change. So, they encouraged women to curb 
their aspirations in the name of the greater good—that 
is, for an ideal Marxian workers’ society.

Religion and the Challenge of Science

The rise of evangelicalism was the major religious de-
velopment of the Age of the Bourgeoisie. Evangelical-
ism, a distinctively Protestant movement, grew out of 
the Methodist tradition, with its focus on personal sal-
vation (belief that one must be “born again”) and sanc-
ti!cation (ability of the Holy Spirit to redeem sinners 
and create new lives) (see Chapter 17). In the United 
States, all mainline Protestant sects except the Luther-
ans and the Episcopalians became evangelicals, while, 
in England, the Methodists formed the movement’s 
core, along with a strong wing of Anglicans. The evan-
gelicals wanted to transform society, one person at a 
time, and their methods included revivalism and the 
holiness movement—which stressed sancti!cation, or 
a holy life, after being “born again.” They also were 
involved in the founding of nonsectarian self-help and 
personal uplift organizations, all in Great Britain: the 
Young Men’s Christian Association (1844), the Young 
Women’s Christian Association (1855), and the Salva-
tion Army (1865).

The evangelicals were deemed conservative, be-
cause of their insistence on the paramount authority 
of the Holy Scriptures—a position that set them apart 
from liberal Protestants, who adopted many Deist 
ideas, and from traditional Protestants, such as Epis-
copalians and Lutherans, who stressed ritual and the 
sacraments. Grounded in their biblical faith, the evan-
gelicals resisted new developments in thought and 
science that contradicted their beliefs and values.

While the evangelicals worked to hold back the sec-
ular tide that was washing over the West, the Roman 
Catholic Church committed to a war against moder-
nity itself. The once liberal Pius IX (pope 1846–1878), 
made captive brie"y during the 1848 uprising in Rome, 
became one of the most reactionary popes in history. 
In 1864 he issued an encyclical, the Syllabus of Errors, 
in which he denounced, as contrary to the faith, about 
eighty modern ideas, including public schooling, lib-
eralism, democracy, socialism, religious toleration, 
and civil marriage. Then, in 1870, he proclaimed the 
doctrine of papal infallibility, by which the pope can-
not err when he speaks ex cathedra (Latin, “from the 
chair”)—that is, when speaking of!cially as pope. This 
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laws. In romanticism, they found escape from the sor-
did and ugly side of industrialism (see Slice of Life on 
page 510).

But both styles slowly grew mundane and preten-
tious under the patronage of the middle class, partly 
because of the inevitable loss of creative energy that 
sets in when any style becomes established and partly 
because of the conversion of the cultural arena into a 
marketplace. Because they lacked the deep learning 
that had guided aristocratic patrons in the past, the 
new bourgeois audiences demanded art and literature 
that mirrored their less re!ned values. Catering to this 
need, artists and writers produced works that were 
spectacular, sentimental, and moralistic. Simply put, 
successful art did not offend respectable public taste.

Adding to this bourgeois in"uence was the grow-
ing ability of state institutions to control what was 
expressed in art and literature. The most powerful of 
these was France’s Royal Academy of Painting and 
Sculpture, founded in 1648 for the purpose of honor-
ing the nation’s best painters. After 1830 its leaders 
became obsessed with rigid rules, thus creating what 
was called “of!cial art.” Those artists who could not 
obtain the academy’s approval for exhibiting their 
works in the annual government-sponsored Paris Sa-
lons, or art shows, were virtually condemned to pov-
erty unless they had other means of !nancial support. 
Rejected artists soon identi!ed the Royal Academy as 
a defender of the status quo and an enemy of innova-
tion. No other Western state had a national academy 
with as much power as France’s Royal Academy, al-
though in other European countries similar bodies 
tried to regulate both art and literature.

In reaction to the empty, overblown qualities of 
of!cial art, a new style began to appear in the 1840s. 
Known as realism, this style focused on the everyday 
lives of the middle and lower classes (see Interpreting 
Art). The realists depicted ordinary people without 
idealizing or romanticizing them, although a moral 
point of view was always implied. Condemning neo-
classicism as cold and romanticism as exaggerated, the 
realists sought to convey what they saw around them 
in a serious, accurate, and unsentimental way. Mer-
chants, housewives, workers, peasants, and even pros-
titutes replaced kings, aristocrats, goddesses, saints, 
and heroes as the subjects of paintings and novels.

Many forces contributed to the rise of realism. In di-
plomacy, this was the era of Bismarck’s realpolitik, the 
hard-nosed style that replaced cautious and civilized 
negotiation. In science, Darwin demysti!ed earthly 
existence by rejecting the biblical view of creation and 
concluding that the various species, including human 
beings, evolved from simpler organisms. The spread 
of democracy encouraged the realists to take an inter-
est in ordinary people, and the camera, invented in the 

theory of evolution is one of the cornerstones of bio-
logical science, despite some continuing criticism.

Other advances in science were helping to lay 
the groundwork for the modern world. In the 1850s, 
French scientist Louis Pasteur [pass-TUHR] (1822–1895) 
proposed the germ theory of disease, the notion that 
many diseases are caused by microorganisms. This 
seminal idea led him to important discoveries and 
proposals for change. Claiming that germs are respon-
sible for the spread of disease, he campaigned for im-
proved sanitation and sterilization and thus paved the 
way for antiseptic surgery. He demonstrated that food 
spoilage could be prevented by killing microorgan-
isms through heating, a discovery that resulted in the 
“pasteurization” of milk. His studies of rabies and an-
thrax led him to the !rst use of vaccines against these 
diseases, thus laying the groundwork for the scienti!c 
study, immunology. As the founder of the science of 
bacteriology and an important !gure in the develop-
ment of modern medicine, Pasteur is the embodiment 
of Francis Bacon’s seventeenth-century assertion that 
“knowledge is power.”

In chemistry, a fruitful way of thinking about atoms 
was !nally formulated, moving beyond the simplistic 
notions that had been in vogue since !fth-century BCE 
Greece. In about 1808 the Englishman John Dalton 
(1766–1844) invented an effective atomic theory, and 
in 1869 the Russian Dmitri Mendeleev [men-duh-LAY-
uhf ] (1834–1907) worked out a periodic table of ele-
ments, based on atomic weights, a system that, with 
modi!cations, is still in use. By 1871 other chemists 
had moved from regarding molecules as clusters of 
atoms to conceiving of them as structured into stable 
patterns. Nevertheless, without means and equipment 
for studying the actual atoms, atomism remained 
merely a useful theory until the twentieth century.

Advances in chemistry also led to changes in anes-
thetics and surgery. In the 1840s, chemists introduced 
nitrous oxide, chloroform, and other compounds that 
could block pain in human beings. Use of these new 
painkillers in obstetrics increased after Queen Victo-
ria was given chloroform to assist her in childbirth in 
1853. These desensitizers revolutionized the treatment 
of many diseases and wounds and made modern sur-
gery possible.

CULTURAL TRENDS: FROM 
ROMANTICISM TO REALISM
In its triumph, the middle class embraced both neo-
classical and romantic styles in the arts. In neoclas-
sicism, the bourgeoisie found unchanging aesthetic 
rules that echoed their belief that the seemingly cha-
otic marketplace was actually regulated by economic 
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focused on their characters’ emotions and showed 
great faith in the power of an individual to transform 
his or her own life and the lives of others. Realist writ-
ers, in contrast, tended to be determinists who let the 
facts speak for themselves. They rejected the bour-
geois world as " awed by hypocrisy and materialism 
and denounced the industrial age for its mechaniza-
tion of human relationships. Realism in literature 
" ourished between 1848 and 1871, chie" y in France, 
England, Russia, and the United States, especially 

1830s, inspired the realists in their goal of truthful ac-
curacy. All these in" uences combined to make realism 
a style intent on scienti! c objectivity in its depiction of 
the world as it is.

Literature

In literature, the romantic style continued to dominate 
poetry, essays, and novels until midcentury, when it 
began to be displaced by realism. Romantic writers 

Composition Five 

vertical forms (the human 

" gures and the columns) 

and two horizontal forms 

(the bar counter and the 

panel behind the bar) are 

the main design elements. 

Manet creates an optical 

illusion with the background 

mirror, which is " lled with 

images of patrons’ heads 

and lighting " xtures.

Color The colors create 

rich optical effects. Black—

Manet’s favorite hue—is 

dominant (the barmaid’s 

dress; the man’s attire). The 

somber mood is relieved 

by bits of gold, orange, 

red, blue, and green. The 

splashes of white (the 

lighting; the barmaid’s 

upper torso) make this an 

eye-popping image.

Mood The barmaid—

surrounded by pleasure 

seekers—stands alone, 

withdrawn, perhaps 

bored, as she works 

her monotonous job. In 

her unseeing gaze and 

stiff posture, Manet has 

captured the anonymity of 

life in the industrial age.

Artist’s Vision 

Manet brings the viewer 

directly into the scene by 

(1) presenting the barmaid 

in close-up, standing in a 

confrontational pose—a 

method adapted from the 

new art of photography; and 

(2) by cropping the scene, 

as shown by the male " gure 

(right) and the chandeliers 

(above)—a method adapted 

from Japanese prints (see 

Figure 20.5 ).

Spectacle Manet 

captures the spectacle of 

the new entertainments: 

the ghastly white light, the 

crush of customers, the stoic 

barmaid, the male customer 

who may be making a 

proposition, the trapeze 

artist whose green feet are 

visible in the top left corner.

Artistic 

Perspective 

The mirror distorts the 

traditional use of perspective, 

leaving the viewer puzzled 

by the placement of " gures 

and objects. The barmaid 

appears to be looking 

outward but is also standing 

before the top-hatted man 

in the mirror.

Interpreting Art

ÉDOUARD MANET. A Bar at the Folies-Bergère. 1882. Oil on canvas, 3′11/2″ × 4′3″. Samuel Courtauld Trust, 

The Courtauld Gallery, London. This painting’s setting—the Folies-Bergère, dating from 1869—was a 

café-concert, or glori" ed beer hall, which offered drinks and raucous stage acts. From the 1850s these venues 

initially catered to the lower classes, but in time, Parisians from all social strata began to spend time in them. 

The barmaid, who posed in Manet’s studio, actually worked at the Folies-Bergère. Manet drew inspiration from 

Courbet and the realists for subject matter and painting methods. In turn, he in! uenced the impressionists and 

postimpressionists (see Chapter 20) with his focus on urban life, new ways to apply paint, and his aesthetic ideal 

of “art for art’s sake.”

1. Composition How does Manet use vertical and horizontal 

forms to set this scene?

2. Context Discuss the social, economic, and cultural themes 

evident in the painting.

3. Technique What techniques does Manet use to create 

space and perspective?

4. Cultural Perspective Why was this painting so revolution-

ary in its day?

5. Theme What is the painting’s dominant message and how 

does Manet convey it?
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bird-seller, Sand found herself in a socially equivo-
cal position in class-conscious France. Thus, she was 
predisposed to focus her writings on people without 
power, such as women, artists, and laborers. Her nov-
els and plays, with their strong political undertones, 
illustrate Victor Hugo’s claim that romanticism was 
“liberalism in literature.” For Sand, idealism simply 
meant another way to call for social reform.

 Sand’s ! rst novel, Indiana (1832)—perhaps her 
best—features multifaceted characters and accu-
rately depicts the constraints on married women 

in her day. The nineteen-year-old heroine, Indiana, 
who is unhappily married to an older man, seeks true 
love, apart from her spouse and in a relationship of 
equals. Unfortunately, because of her lover’s treachery 
and society’s in" exible marital code, she is forced to 
" ee to Bourbon Island (modern Réunion), then a French 
colony in the Indian Ocean. There she ! nds a soul 
mate with whom she settles down in a Rousseau-like 
paradise. Critics read the work as an attack on France’s 
Napoleonic Code, which placed wives under their hus-
band’s control (see Chapter 18). Indiana made Sand’s 
reputation, and she followed it with about eighty more 
novels and twenty plays.

Romanticism in the English Novel In England, 
romanticism found its most expressive voices in the 
novels of the Brontë sisters, Charlotte (1816–1855) and 
Emily (1818–1848). Reared in the Yorkshire country-
side far from the cultural mainstream, they created 
two of the most beloved novels in the English lan-
guage. Their circumscribed lives seemed to uphold 
the romantic dictum: true artistic genius springs from 
the imagination alone.

Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847) creates 
a romantic atmosphere through mysterious events, 
ghostly apparitions, and graveyard scenes, but it rises 
above the typical gothic romance. The work is suf-
fused with a mystical radiance that invests the char-
acters and the natural world with spiritual meanings 
beyond the visible. A tale of love and redemption, the 
story focuses on a mismatched couple, the genteel 
Catherine and the outcast Heathcliff, who are never-
theless soul mates. In the uncouth, passionate Heath-
cliff, Brontë creates a Byronic hero who lives outside 
conventional morality. Her portrayal of him as a man 
made vengeful by cruel circumstances has led some to 
label this the ! rst sociorevolutionary novel.

Charlotte Brontë published Jane Eyre in the same 
year Wuthering Heights appeared. A dark and melan-
choly novel, the work tells the story of a governess’s 
love for her brooding and mysterious employer. Her 
hopes for happiness are crushed by the discovery 
hat the cause of his despair is his deranged wife, kept 
hidden in the attic. Narrated in the ! rst person, the 

among African American writers who found their 
voices during the slavery controversy preceding the 
Civil War.

The Height of French Romanticism In France 
the leading exponent of romanticism was the poet, 
dramatist, and novelist Victor Hugo (1802–1885). His 
poetry established his fame, and the performance of 
his tragedy Hernani in February 1830 solidi! ed his po-
sition as the leader of the romantic movement. Enliv-
ened with scenes of rousing action and by characters 
with limitless ambition, this play seemed with one 
stroke to sweep away the arti! cialities of classicism. 
Its premiere created a huge scandal. When the bour-
geois revolution erupted in July 1830, many French 
people believed that Hugo’s Hernani had been pro-
phetic of the political upheaval.

Hugo became something of a national institution, 
noted as much for his humane values as for his writ-
ing. Because of his opposition to the regime of Napo-
leon III, he was exiled from France for eighteen years, 
beginning in 1851. While in exile, he published his 
most celebrated novel, the epic-length Les Misérables 

(The Wretched) (1862), which expresses his revulsion at 
the morally bankrupt society he believed France had 
become after Napoleon I. The hero and moral center 
of the book is the pauper Jean Valjean, imprisoned for 
seventeen years for stealing a loaf of bread. He escapes 
and becomes a prosperous, respectable merchant, but 
the law is unrelenting in its pursuit of him, and he is 
forced into a life of hiding and subterfuge. Hugo makes 
Valjean a symbol of the masses’ will to freedom, and 
his bourgeois readers were fascinated and horri! ed at 
the same time by Valjean’s ultimate triumph.

Another popular romantic literary ! gure was the 
French novelist and playwright George Sand (1804–1876), 
who was forced by need to become a writer. Amandine-
Aurore-Lucie Dupin took the name George Sand in 
part to keep from embarrassing her own and her es-
tranged husband’s families and in part to assert herself 
in the male literary world; she was addressed by her 
friends as Madame George Sand. Sand has been called 
the ! rst modern, liberated woman. She courted contro-
versy as she engaged in highly public sexual liaisons 
with leading men of the times, including romantic 
composer and pianist Frédéric Chopin [SHO-pan] 
(1810–1849). She often dressed as a typical bourgeois 
gentleman: coat and vest, cravat, trousers, steel-tipped 
boots, and top hat. Sand was the ! rst Western woman 
to play an active part in a revolutionary government. 
In the Paris uprising of 1848, she sat on committees, de-
livered speeches and debated issues, and wrote in sup-
port of the short-lived radical socialist regime.

Because her father was descended from Polish roy-
alty and her mother was the daughter of a Parisian 
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Romanticism in American Literature Romanti-
cism reached a milestone with the American literary 
and philosophical movement known as transcenden-

talism. Flourishing in New England in the early and 
middle part of the 1800s, this movement was critical 
of formal religions and drew inspiration from the be-
lief that divinity is accessible without the necessity of 

novel reveals the heroine’s deep longings and pas-
sions as well as her ultimate willingness to sacri! ce 
her feelings for moral values. Recognized at the time 
as a revolutionary work that dispensed with the con-
ventions of sentimental novels, Jane Eyre was attacked 
by critics but welcomed by readers, who made it a 
best seller.

Hippolyte Taine

A DAY AT THE RACES, 28 MAY 1861

Hippolyte Taine (1828–1893), a French philosopher, his-
torian and critic, was a shrewd observer of the human 
comedy. A historic determinist, he believed that indi-
vidual fate was determined by nation, culture, and ac-
tion. His determinism is on view in Notes on England,
the book he penned during visits to the island monarchy 
in 1861 and 1871. Taine’s account of Derby Day is acute 
social observation and a classic of reportage.

Races at Epsom; it is the Derby Day, a day of jolli! ca-
tion; Parliament does not sit; for three days all the talk 
has been about horses and their trainers. . . .

Epsom course is a large, green plain, slightly undu-
lating; on one side are reared three public stands and 
several other smaller ones. In front, tents, hundreds 
of shops, temporary stables under canvas, an incred-
ible confusion of carriages, of horses, of horsemen, of 
private omnibuses; there are perhaps 200,000 human 
heads here. Nothing beautiful or even elegant; the car-
riages are ordinary vehicles, and toilettes are rare; one 
does not come here to exhibit them but to witness a 
spectacle: the spectacle is interesting only on account 
of its size. From the top of the Stand the enormous 
antheap swarms, and its din ascends. . . .

It is a carnival, in fact; they have come to amuse 
themselves in a noisy fashion. Everywhere are gyp-
sies, comic singers and dancers, disguised as negroes, 
shooting galleries, where bows and arrows or guns 
are used, charlatans who by dint of eloquence palm 
off watch chains, games of skittles and sticks, musi-
cians of all sorts, and the most astonishing row of 
cabs, barouches, droksies, four-in-hands,1 with pies, 
cold meats, melons, fruits, wines, especially cham-
pagnes. They unpack; they proceed to drink and eat; 
that restores the creature and excites him; coarse joy 
and open laughter are the result of a full stomach. In 
presence of this ready-made feast the aspect of the 
poor is pitiable to behold; they endeavor to sell you 
penny dolls, remembrances of the Derby; to induce 
you to play Aunt Sally,2 to black your boots. Nearly all 

of them resemble wretched, hungry, beaten, mangy 
dogs, waiting for a bone, without hope of ! nding much 
on it. They arrived on foot during the night, and count 
upon dining off crumbs from the great feast. Many are 
lying on the ground, among the feet of the passers-by, 
and sleep open-mouthed, face upwards. Their coun-
tenances have an expression of stupidity and of pain-
ful hardness. The majority of them have bare feet, all 
are terribly dirty, and most absurd-looking; the reason 
is that they wear gentlemen’s old clothes, worn-out 
fashionable dresses, small bonnets, formerly worn by 
young ladies. The sight of these cast-off things, which 
have covered several bodies, becoming more shabby 
in passing from one to the other, always makes me un-
comfortable. To wear these old clothes is degrading; 
in doing so the human being shows or avows that he 
is the off-scouring of society. Among us [the French] 
a peasant, a workman, a laborer, is a different man, 
not an inferior person; his blouse belongs to him, as 
my coat belongs to me—it has clothed no one but him. 
The employment of ragged clothes is more than a pe-
culiarity; the poor resign themselves here to be the 
footstool of others.

1Types and styles of horse-drawn carriages. 
2A game played at fairs, featuring an ef! gy of an old woman smoking a pipe, at 

which fairgoers threw missiles to win prizes.

Interpreting This Slice of Life

1. What do Taine’s observations reveal about life in 
mid-nineteenth-century England and about his 
own attitudes toward the English nation?

2. How do Taine’s descriptions of human behavior 
support his theories of determinism?

3. Where would Taine be classi! ed—in the school of 
romanticism or realism—and why?

4. How would you describe public behavior at a sport-
ing event in the United States, and what does that 
tell us about our society?

SLICE OF LIFE
Observing Human Behavior: A Frenchman Watches the English at Play
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which caused a scandal with its unvarnished tale of 
adultery. In contrast to Balzac’s many characters, Flau-
bert focused on a single person, the unhappy and mis-
guided Emma Bovary. In careful detail, he sets forth 
the inner turmoil of a frustrated middle-class woman 
trapped by her dull marriage and her social standing. 
By stressing objectivity and withholding judgment, 
Flaubert believed he was following the precepts of 
modern science. As a social critic, he portrays every-
day life among the smug members of a small-town, 
bourgeois society. Notwithstanding the scandal it 
caused, Madame Bovary was an instant success and es-
tablished the new style of realism. For most readers, 
Emma Bovary became a poignant symbol of people 
whose unrealistic dreams and aspirations doom them 
to failure.

English novelists also wrote in the new realist style. 
Like French realists, they railed against the vulgar-
ity, sel! shness, and hypocrisy of the middle class, but 
unlike the French, who were interested in creating 
unique characters, they spoke out for social justice. 
England’s most popular writer of realist ! ction was 
Charles Dickens (1812–1870), who favored stories deal-
ing with the harsh realities of the industrial age. Writ-
ing to meet deadlines for serialized magazine stories, 
Dickens poured out a torrent of words over a long lit-
erary career that began when he was in his twenties.

In early works, such as Oliver Twist (1837–1839) and 
David Copper" eld (1849–1850), Dickens was optimistic, 
holding out hope for his characters and, by implica-
tion, for society in general. But in later novels, such as 
Bleak House and Hard Times, both published between 
1851 and 1854, he was pessimistic about social reform 
and the possibility of correcting the excesses of indus-
trialism. Dickens’s rich descriptions, convoluted plots 
with unexpected coincidences, and topical satire were 
much admired by Victorian readers, and his ! nely 
developed and very British characters, such as Mr. 
Pickwick, Oliver Twist, and Ebenezer Scrooge, have 
survived as a memorable gift to literature.

Realist ! ction in England was also represented by 
important female writers. The two most successful 
were Elizabeth Gaskell (1810–1865) and Mary Ann 
Evans (1819–1880), better known by her pen name, 
George Eliot. Both wrote novels about the hardships 
imposed on the less fortunate by England’s industrial 
economy. Gaskell’s North and South (1855) underscores 
the widening gap between the rich, particularly in 
England’s urban north, and the poor, concentrated in 
the rural south, within the context of the rise of the 
labor unions. Typically, her themes involve contrasts, 
contradictions, and con" icts, such as the helplessness 
of the individual in the face of impersonal forces and 
the simultaneous need to af! rm the human spirit 
against the inequalities between the factory owners 

and their workers. Similarly, in Middlemarch (1872) and 

mediation. Unlike the God of traditional religion, the 
divine spirit (transcendence) manifests itself in many 
forms, including the physical universe, all construc-
tive practical activity, all great cultural achievements, 
and all types of spiritual expression. In their goal of 
seeking union with the world’s underlying metaphysi-
cal order, the transcendentalists followed in the steps 
of the German idealists (see Chapter 18). Of the tran-
scendentalists, Henry David Thoreau (1817–1862) was 
probably the most in" uential. His most celebrated 
book, Walden (1854), the lyrical journal of the months 
he spent living in the rough on Walden Pond, is vir-
tually the bible of today’s environmental movement. 
Thoreau’s On the Duty of Civil Disobedience (1849), an 
essay on the necessity of disobeying an unjust law, 
was one of the texts that inspired Martin Luther 
King  Jr.’s protests of the 1950s and 1960s against the 
United States’ segregated social system.

American poetry now became a major presence in 
Western literature with the writings of Emily Dickin-
son (1830–1886) and Walt Whitman (1819–1892). Both 
poets drew on their personal lives, in the manner of 
other romantic poets. They also adopted offbeat verse 
forms and punctuation, which have greatly in" uenced 
twentieth-century poets. Today, Dickinson and Whit-
man are regarded as two of the most innovative poets 
of nineteenth-century American literature. Dickinson, 
a recluse, published only seven poems during her life-
time. Since her death, her reputation has increased 
dramatically, based on about 1,800 poems that make 
up the Dickinson canon. Whitman, vili! ed at ! rst by 
the establishment, lived long enough to see himself 
become an American icon, the model of the good gray-
haired poet. During his career, he effected a revolu-
tion in American poetry by creating a body of works 
based on his experience as an American, written in a 
speci! cally American language.

Realism in French and English Novels Realism 
began in France in the 1830s with the novels of Hon-
oré de Balzac [BAHL-zak] (1799–1850). Balzac fore-
shadowed the major traits of realism in the nearly one 
hundred novels that make up the series he called The 

Human Comedy. Set in France in the Napoleonic era 
and the early industrial age, this voluminous series 
deals with the lives of more than two thousand charac-
ters, in both Paris and the provinces. Balzac condemns 
the shallowness of middle-class society, pointing out 
how industrialism has caused many people to value 
material things more than friendship and family, al-
though there are virtuous and sympathetic characters 
as well.

France’s outstanding realist was Gustave Flaubert 
[" oh-BAIR] (1821–1880), who advocated a novel free 
from conventional, accepted moral and philosophi-
cal views. His masterpiece is Madame Bovary (1857), 
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!gure. Using the novel to address one of life’s most 
vexing questions—If God exists, why is there suffer-
ing and evil in the world?—Dostoyevsky offers no easy 
solution. Indeed, he reaches the radical conclusion that 
the question is insoluble, that suffering is an essential 
part of earthly existence and without it human beings 
can have no moral life.

Realism among African American Writers In 
the 1840s, as public opinion in the United States be-
came polarized over slavery, a new literary genre, the 
slave narrative, emerged. The narratives, whether com-
posed by slaves or told by slaves to secretaries who 
wrote them down, were !lled with gritty, harsh de-
tails of the unjust slave system; these stories in turn 
in"uenced realist !ction and also fueled the !res of 
anti slavery rhetoric. Many slave narratives were even-
tually published, but probably the most compelling 
was Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845), writ-
ten by Douglass (1817–1895) himself, which launched 
this literary tradition. Douglass’s narrative described a 
heroic struggle, starting from an early awareness of the 
burden of being a slave, continuing through successful 
efforts to educate himself, and concluding with a bolt 
to freedom and a new life as a spokesman for aboli-
tion. This eloquent narrative was one of the !rst great 
modern books in the West to be written by a person of 
color. Besides establishing a new genre, Douglass made 
a splendid addition to the old genre of autobiography 
and opened the door to an inclusive world literature 
free from the racial segregation that had characterized 
the varied literatures of the world since the fall of Rome.

Another African American who contributed to the  
realist tradition was Sojourner Truth (1795–1883). Given 
the slave name of Isabell (“Bell”) Hardenberg at birth, 
she won her freedom and took a new name, symbolic 
of her vow to “sojourn” the American landscape and 
always speak the truth. Truth’s voice, captured by her 
secretary, Olive Gilbert, is both colloquial and elo-
quent, teasing and sincere, homespun and !lled with 
biblical knowledge. Her actual voice electri!ed lis-
teners, causing Truth to be remembered as one of the 
most natural orators in the nineteenth-century United 
States. Sojourner Truth’s “Ain’t I a Woman?” speech, 
delivered in 1851 before the Women’s Rights Conven-
tion in Akron, Ohio, shows the simple eloquence that 
made her a legend in her own time.

Art and Architecture

Realism in art grew up alongside an exaggerated ver-
sion of romanticism that persisted well beyond mid-
century. Even neoclassicism was represented in the 
of!cial art of France throughout this period. Both 
styles found favor with the wealthy bourgeoisie.

other novels, George Eliot explores the ways human 
beings are trapped in social systems that shape and 
mold their lives, for good or ill. Less deterministic in 
outlook than Gaskell, Eliot stresses the possibility of 
individual ful!llment despite social constraints as 
well as the freedom to make moral choices.

The Russian Realists Russia now for the !rst time 
produced writers whose realist works received interna-
tional acclaim: Leo Tolstoy [TOHL-stoy] (1828–1910) and 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky [duhs-tuh-YEF-skee] (1821–1881). 
Like English and French realists, these Russians de-
picted the grim face of early industrialism and dealt 
with social problems, notably the plight of the newly 
liberated serfs. Their realism is tempered by a typically 
Russian concern: Should Russia embrace Western val-
ues or follow its own traditions, relying on its Slavic and 
Oriental past? Signi!cantly, Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky 
transcend Western realism by stressing religious and 
spiritual themes.

In his early works, Tolstoy wrote objectively, with-
out moralizing. The novel Anna Karenina (1875–1877) 
describes the unhappy consequences of adultery in a 
sophisticated but unforgiving society. War and Peace 
(1865–1869), his greatest work, is a monumental sur-
vey of Russia during the Napoleonic era, portraying a 
huge cast of characters caught up in the surging tides 
of history. Although Tolstoy focuses on the upper class 
in this Russian epic, he places them in realistic situa-
tions without romanticizing them. In these works, he 
was a determinist, convinced that human beings were 
at the mercy of forces beyond them. But in 1876, af-
ter having a religious conversion to a simple form of 
Christianity that stressed paci!sm, plain living, and 
radical social reform, he repudiated all art that lacked 
a moral vision, including his own. Tolstoy devoted the 
rest of his life to this plain faith, following what he be-
lieved to be Jesus’s teachings and working for a Chris-
tian anarchist society.

Fyodor Dostoyevsky was a powerful innovator who 
introduced literary devices that have become standard 
in Western letters. For example, Crime and Punishment 
(1866), written long before Sigmund Freud developed 
psychoanalysis, analyzes the inner life of a severely 
disturbed personality. In Notes from Underground (1864), 
the unnamed narrator is the !rst depiction of a mod-
ern literary type, the antihero, a character who lacks 
the virtues conventionally associated with heroism but 
who is not a villain.

In The Brothers Karamazov (1879–1880), Dostoyevsky 
reaches the height of his powers. Like Flaubert in Ma-

dame Bovary, Dostoyevsky sets his story in a small town 
and builds the narrative around a single family. Each 
of the Karamazov brothers personi!es certain traits of 
human behavior, though none is a one-dimensional 
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effects they have on the viewer. The results in Hamlet 

and Horatio in the Graveyard are somber hues that rein-
force the melancholy atmosphere.

Romantic painting, especially of landscapes, became 
popular in the United States as Americans pushed 
westward in the nineteenth century. The grandeur, 
vastness, and beauty of the new country and God’s 
presence in nature, as explained by the transcendental 
poet and essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882), 
inspired landscape artists to glorify nature, to portray 
nature as sublime, and to relate the individual to the 
natural world. One group of artists, known as the 
Hudson River school (ca. 1825–1870), specialized in 
images of the mountains and valleys of New England 
and New York. For them, following Emerson’s teach-
ings, God and nature were one, and they attempted 
to infuse their works with a mystical quality while 
also showing that the individual had a role to play in 
understanding and affecting nature. A second genera-
tion of the Hudson River school ushered in luminism, 
an art movement that emphasized nature rather than 
the individual, whom they often depicted in small 
scale or omitted entirely from their paintings. Some 
luminists followed the American frontier as it was 
pushed westward, in search of spectacular landscapes 
(Figure 19.10).

Neoclassicism and Romanticism after 1830 Jean-
Auguste-Dominique Ingres, who had inherited the 
position of neoclassical master painter from Jacques-
Louis David, controlled French academic art until his 
death in 1867. He understood the mentality of the Paris 
Salon crowds, and his works catered to their tastes. 
What particularly pleased this audience—composed 
almost exclusively of the wealthy, educated middle 
class—were chaste nudes in mythological or exotic 
settings, as in The Turkish Bath (Figure 19.8). The wom-
en’s tactile "esh and the abandoned poses, though su-
perbly realized, are depicted in a cold, classical style 
and lack the immediacy of Ingres’ great portraits.

Eugène Delacroix, Ingres’ chief rival, remained a 
signi!cant force in French culture with comparable ar-
tistic power. Delacroix perfected a romantic style !lled 
with superb mastery of color and human feeling. One 
of his !nest works from this period is Hamlet and Hora-

tio in the Graveyard, based on act 5, scene 1, of Shake-
speare’s drama (Figure 19.9). In the painting, one of the 
gravediggers holds up a skull to Hamlet and Horatio. 
Delacroix, faithful to the Shakespearean text, captures 
the men’s differing reactions: Hamlet, on the right, 
seems to recoil slightly, while Horatio appears more 
curious. In this and later paintings, Delacroix tried to 
work out the laws governing colors—especially the 

 Figure 19.8 JEAN-AUGUSTE-
DOMINIQUE INGRES. The Turkish Bath. 

Ca. 1852–1863. Oil on canvas, 

diameter 421/2″. Louvre. Interest in Oriental 

themes was a continuous thread in France’s 

nineteenth-century bourgeois culture. In his 

rendering of a Turkish bath, Ingres used a 

harem setting in which to depict more than 

twenty nudes in various erotic and nonerotic 

poses. The nudes nevertheless are portrayed in 

typical classical manner, suggesting studio 

models rather than sensual human beings.
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events. In 1848 the jury of the Paris Salon, in!uenced 
by the democratic feelings unleashed by the social 
revolutions of that year, allowed a new kind of paint-
ing to be shown. The artist most identi"ed with this 
new style was Gustave Courbet [koor-BAY] (1819–1877), 
renowned for his refusal to prettify his works in the 
name of aesthetic theory. His provocative canvases 
outraged middle-class viewers and made him the 
guiding spirit of militant realism. Until about 1900, 
most painters followed in his footsteps. Combative, 
largely self-taught, and a man of the people, Courbet 
"rst attracted notice in 1849 by painting common folk 
at work. Above all, he strove for an art that re!ected 
ordinary life.

Courbet’s art was not readily accepted under 
France’s Second Empire (1852–1871). Salon juries re-
jected his pioneering works, such as The Meeting, or 

“Bonjour Monsieur Courbet,” a visual record of an en-
counter between the painter and his wealthy patron, 
Alfred Bruyas [brew-yah] (1821–1877) of Montpellier  
(Figure  19.11). With an expansive gesture, the well-
dressed Bruyas (center) greets Courbet (right), as a 
manservant (left) stands with head bowed. The paint-
er’s informal costume—with painting equipment and 
belongings strapped to his back—helped promote 
Courbet’s image as a carefree artist serving the cause 
of realism. With Bruyas’ "nancial backing, Courbet 
installed this painting at the Realism Pavilion, next 

Like romantic painting, nineteenth-century archi-
tecture tended to be nostalgic, intrigued by times 
and places far removed from the industrial present. 
Particularly appealing were medieval times, which 
were considered exotic and even ethically superior to 
the present. Patriotism also contributed to the trend 
among romantic architects to adapt medieval building 
styles, notably the Gothic, to nineteenth-century con-
ditions, since the Middle Ages was when the national 
character of many states was being formed.

In London, when the old Houses of Parliament 
burned to the ground in 1834, a decision had to be 
made about the style of their replacement. Since En-
glish rights and liberties traditionally dated from 
Magna Carta in 1215, during the Middle Ages, a parlia-
mentary commission chose a Gothic style for the new 
building (see Figure 19.2). Designed by Charles Barry 
(1795–1860) and A. W. N. Pugin (1812–1852), the Houses 
of Parliament show a true understanding of the essen-
tial features of the Gothic style, using pointed arches 
and picturesque towers. Nevertheless, this building is 
not genuinely Gothic, for it adheres to classical prin-
ciples in the regularity of its decorations and its em-
phasis on the horizontal.

The Rise of Realism in Art Dissatis"ed with the 
emotional, exotic, and escapist tendencies of romanti-
cism, a new breed of painter began to depict real-life 

Figure 19.9 EUGÈNE DELACROIX. Hamlet and Horatio in the Graveyard. 

1839. Oil on canvas, 32 × 26″. Louvre. Shakespeare’s Hamlet, a tragedy 

of doomed love, became a touchstone for romantic artists and poets. 

Delacroix, after having seen Hamlet performed in Paris, was so taken 

by the graveyard scene that he created at least three lithographs and 

two paintings of it. In this painting, he has reduced the scene to its bare 

essentials: the two gravediggers (foreground) confront Hamlet and Horatio 

(middle ground), while a cloud-!lled sky takes up nearly half of the canvas. 

He makes the dark skull the focus of the painting by having all four !gures 

gaze at it and placing it against the light sky. Dynamic tension is added 

by the diagonal line running from the upper right to the lower left side of 

the painting, a line made up of the descending hill and the gravedigger’s 

upraised arm.
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references to the Salon’s preference for nudes and still 
lifes. To the left of this central group, in shadow, are 
depicted those who have to work for a living, the usual 
subjects of Courbet’s paintings, including peasants 
(the hunter and his dog) and a laborer. To the right, 
also in shadow, are grouped those for whom he paints, 
including his friends and mentors, each representing 
a speci"c idea. For example, the man reading a book is 
the poet Charles Baudelaire [bohd-LAIR], a personi"-
cation of lyricism in art. As a total work, Interior of My 

Studio shows Courbet as the craftsman who mediates 
between the ordinary people pursuing everyday lives 
and the world of art and culture, bringing both to life 
in the process.

Although Courbet is considered the principal 
founder of the realist style in art, he had a worthy pre-
decessor in Honoré Daumier [DOH-m’yay] (1808–1879), 
a painter of realistic scenes before realism emerged as 

door to the of"cial Salon of 1855. Critics ridiculed The 

Meeting, claiming it had no narrative, dramatic, or an-
ecdotal subject, and accused Courbet of self-promotion 
and narcissism. Relishing the controversy, Courbet re-
mained true to his vision and continued to make art 
from his own life—an ideal that in!uenced Manet and 
the impressionists (see Chapter 20).

Another of Courbet’s paintings rejected by the 1855 
Salon jury and exhibited in the Realism Pavilion was 
his masterpiece, Interior of My Studio (Figure 19.12). An 
intensely personal painting that visually summarizes 
his approach to art until this time, this work uses ac-
tual people to convey allegorical meaning. Its subtitle 
suggests Courbet’s intent: A Real Allegory Summing Up 

Seven Years of My Life as an Artist. At the center of this 
canvas sits the artist himself, in full light and painting 
a landscape while he is watched by a naked model and 
a small boy. The model and the fabric may be ironic 

Figure 19.10 ALBERT BIERSTADT. The Rocky Mountains, Lander’s Peak. 1863. Oil on canvas,  

731/2 × 1203/4″. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The German-American Albert Bierstadt 

(1830–1902) traveled, in 1859, with a government survey party, headed by Frederick W. Lander, to the 

Nebraska territory. This scene, the peak in the distance named for the survey leader, is in present-day 

Wyoming. Typical of luminism, the human world—men, horses, camping gear, and tents—is dwarfed  

by the sky and mountains. Based on sketches made on site, Bierstadt painted this work in his New York  

City studio.
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Figure 19.11 GUSTAVE COURBET. The Meeting, 

or “Bonjour Monsieur Courbet.” 1854. Oil 

on canvas, 503/4 × 585/8″. Musée Fabre, 

Montpellier. This painting is an allegory of 

the artistic and !nancial pact made between 

Courbet and his wealthy patron, Bruyas. 

Deeply attracted to Fourier’s socialist ideas, 

both men thought they had found the solution, 

a Fourierist term, to the problem of uniting 

genius, capital, and work for the bene!t of 

all. Published letters between the two show 

them involved in a mutual compact: for Bruyas, 

greater access to art circles and society, 

and for Courbet, the gaining of spiritual and 

economic freedom. Despite their partnership, 

the !gural placement in the painting proclaims 

the preeminence of the artist: with his head 

tilted haughtily, the painter is privileged, placed 

nearest the viewer and isolated from the other 

two !gures.

Figure 19.12 GUSTAVE COURBET. Interior of My Studio: A Real Allegory Summing Up Seven Years of My 

Life as an Artist. 1855. Oil on canvas, 11′93/4″ × 19′63/8″. Musée d’Orsay, Paris. Romanticism and realism 

are joined in this allegorical work. The subjects—the artist and artistic genius—were major preoccupations 

of the romantic era, as was the use of allegory. But undeniably realist is Courbet’s mocking attitude toward 

academic art and society. This painting’s fame rests on its deft three-part composition, its allegorical biography 

of the artist, and its painterly technique, which captures the sensuosity of different textures, such as the female 

model’s skin, a lace shawl, and a dog’s ruf"ed fur.
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political drawings until tighter censorship laws were 
passed in 1835.

In contrast to Daumier with his urban scenes, Jean-
François Millet [mee-YAY] (1814–1875) painted the 
countryside near Barbizon, a village south of Paris 
where an artists’ colony was located in the 1840s. 
Millet and the Barbizon school were in!uenced by 
the English romantic Constable, whose painting The 

Hay Wain had been admired in the Paris Salon of 1824 
(see Figure 18.11). Unlike Constable, who treated hu-
man beings only incidentally in his landscapes, Mil-
let made the rural folk and their labors his primary 
subject.

One of Millet’s most famous Barbizon paintings, 
The Gleaners, exhibited in the Paris Salon of 1857, de-
picts three women gleaning—that is, scavenging grain 
left over from the harvest (Figure 19.14). The gleaners 
belonged to a depressed rural class that had fallen 
hopelessly behind in France’s rush into industrial-
ism. The composition hints at their plight by depict-
ing the women isolated from the world in a desolate 
landscape. Rejecting any ties to socialism, Millet in-
stead claimed that “it is the treatment of the human 
condition that touches me most in art.” Salon critics 
nevertheless reacted by calling him a socialist, and 
seeing the threat of revolution in these marginalized 
laborers.

However, realist painters could focus on rural life 
and not be accused of socialism, as the career of Rosa 
Bonheur [boh-NURR] (1822–1899) reveals. Specializ-
ing in animal subjects, Bonheur enjoyed success with 
critics and public alike, starting with the Paris Salon 
of 1841, when she was nineteen. In 1848 the Salon jury 
awarded Bonheur a Medal First Class for an animal 
scene. In 1853 The Horse Fair (Figure 19.15)—portraying 
spirited horses and their handlers at a horse market—
made her an international celebrity, after a lithograph 
copy sold well in France, Britain, and the United States. 

a recognized style (see chapter-opening photo). Dau-
mier chronicled the life of Paris with a dispassionate 
eye. In thousands of satirical lithographs, from which 
he earned his living, and hundreds of paintings, he 
depicted its mean streets, corrupt law courts, squalid 
rented rooms, ignorant art connoisseurs, bored musi-
cians, cowardly bourgeoisie, and countless other ur-
ban characters and scenes. His works not only conjure 
up midcentury Paris but also symbolize the city as a 
living hell where daily existence could be a form of 
punishment.

Daumier is a master of the lithograph print. Lithog-
raphy, invented in 1798 in Germany, is based on the 
resistance between water and grease. In early lithog-
raphy, the artist drew an image on a !at stone sur-
face using a greasy substance—applied with brush or 
crayon—and then poured a special chemical to adhere 
the image to the stone. He then dampened the stone 
with water, which saturated the nongreasy areas. The 
artist next applied an oily ink with a roller, which held 
fast only to the greasy image, while the blank sections 
were protected by the thin layer of water. Next, paper 
was laid on the stone, which was then run through 
a press, thus transferring the image to the paper. To-
day’s lithography makes use of zinc or aluminum sur-
faces instead of stone.

In Daumier’s prints, no one and nothing was safe 
from his gaze. For example, in The Freedom of the Press, 
he depicts a muscular printer, symbolic of free ideas, 
ready to "ght oppressive regimes (Figure 19.13). On 
the right, Charles X, attended by two ministers, has 
been knocked down—a reference to the role of the 
press in the king’s fall from power in the revolution of 
1830. On the left, top-hatted Louis Philippe threatens 
the printer with an umbrella, egged on by two atten-
dants. For such satire, Daumier was awarded a six-
month prison term in 1832, but to his adoring audience 
he was a hero. Daumier often included printers in his 

Figure 19.13 HONORÉ DAUMIER. The Freedom of the Press. Caption:  

“Ne vous y Frottez Pas!!” [“Watch It!!”]. 1834. Lithograph, 161/2 ×  

111/2″. Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris. Daumier’s career as 

a caricaturist was made possible by technological advances associated 

with the industrial era. After drawing a cartoon, he reproduced it for 

the ever-expanding popular market using the lithographic process, the 

!rst application of industrial methods to art. Daumier’s prints re"ect his 

liberal politics, as shown in this defense of a free press. And their design 

elements—a blend of !gures and words, the use of metaphors, and the 

lack of reverence for authority—make them the progenitors of today’s 

political cartoons.
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in 1863 when Napoleon III authorized a Salon des Re-
fusés (Salon of the Rejects) for the hundreds of artists 
excluded from the of"cial exhibit. An audacious paint-
ing by Manet in this "rst of the counter-Salons made 
him the talk of Paris and the recognized leader of new 
painting.

In the of"cial Salon of 1865, Manet exhibited Olym-

pia, painted two years earlier, which also created a 
scandal (Figure 19.16). The painting presents a nude 
woman on a bed, a subject established by the painter 
Titian in the sixteenth century, but which Manet now 
modernized. Titian presented his nude as the goddess 
Venus in an idealized setting, but Manet rejected the 
trappings of mythology and depicted his nude real-
istically as a Parisian courtesan in her bedroom. The 
name Olympia was adopted by many Parisian prosti-
tutes at the time, and Manet portrayed her as being as 
imperious as a Greek goddess from Mount Olympus. 

What makes Bonheur’s horses different from those 
painted by the romantic Delacroix was her accuracy 
in depicting anatomy and movement—a re!ection of 
her realist faith in science. To prepare for this paint-
ing, Bonheur, dressed as a man, visited a horse market 
twice a week for two years to make sketches. Today, 
the work is considered her masterpiece, both for its im-
pressive scale and for its knowledgeable portrayal of 
nineteenth-century country life.

If the Parisian art world was grati"ed by the paint-
ings of Bonheur, it was outraged by the work of Éd-
ouard Manet [mah-NAY] (1832–1883), a painter whose 
style is dif"cult to classify. He contributed to the events 
that gradually discredited the Salon and the Royal 
Academy, encouraging painters to express themselves 
as they pleased, and thus was a bridge between the 
realists of the 1860s and the group that became known 
in the 1870s as the impressionists. His notoriety arose 

Figure 19.14 JEAN-FRANÇOIS MILLET. The Gleaners. 1857. Oil on canvas, 33 × 44″. Musée d’Orsay, 

Paris. Millet’s realistic scenes of peasants were inspired in part by the biblical quotation “In the sweat of thy 

face shalt thou eat bread” (Genesis 3:19). In The Gleaners, Millet expresses this idea with controlled beauty, 

depicting the women with simple dignity despite their hard lot. The painting’s earth tones reinforce the somber 

nature of the subject.
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Figure 19.15 ROSA BONHEUR. The Horse Fair. 1853–1855. Oil on canvas, 8′ × 13′3″. Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, New York. Artists specializing in animal scenes usually painted their subjects in loving  

detail but only sketched in the background—perhaps re"ecting lack of landscape technique. In contrast, 

Bonheur fully renders the setting of The Horse Fair, including the feathery trees and dusty cobblestones.  

So precise is her design that the cupola in the distance has been identi!ed as that of La Salpêtrière hospital  

in Paris—a landmark near a midcentury horse market. Such realism led to the work’s favorable reception  

from Napoleon III, which in turn helped promote Bonheur as one of France’s best painters. In 1864 Bonheur 

became the !rst woman to receive the Legion of Honor, France’s highest award. However, the award was 

bestowed privately by the empress, for the emperor refused to give the medal to a woman in a public 

ceremony.

Figure 19.16 ÉDOUARD MANET. Olympia. 

1863. Oil on canvas, 511/4 × 743/4″. Musée 

d’Orsay, Paris. Despite its references to 

traditional art, Olympia created a furor among 

the prudish and conservative public and critics. 

Parisian bourgeoisie expected to see nudes 

in the of!cial Salon, but they were shocked 

by the appearance of a notorious prostitute, 

completely nude. The art critics, likewise,  

found the painting indecent and also condemned 

Manet’s harsh, brilliant light, which tended 

to eliminate any details of the room’s interior. 

Regardless of its initial negative reception, 

Olympia today is admired as a work that broke 

with traditional art practices and opened the 

way for a modern art centered on the painter’s 

own theories.
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topics. With his work, he opened the door to an art that 
had no other purpose than to depict what the artist 
chose to paint—that is, “art for art’s sake.” In sum, Ma-
net was the "rst truly modern painter.

Photography
One of the forces propelling painting toward a more 
realistic and detached style of expression was the in-
vention of the camera. Two types of camera techniques 
were perfected in 1839. In France, Louis-Jacques-Mandé 
Daguerre [duh-GAIR] (1787–1851) discovered a chemi-
cal method for implanting images on silvered copper 
plates to produce photographs called daguerreotypes. 
In England, William Henry Fox Talbot (1800–1877) 
was pioneering the negative-positive process of photo-
graphic images, which he called “the pencil of nature.” 
Not only did the camera undermine the reality of the 
painted image, but it also quickly created a new art 
form, photography. From the beginning, many photog-
raphers began to experiment with the camera’s artistic 
potential, though only since 1945 has photography re-
ceived wide acceptance as serious art.

Among the early photographers were the American 
Mathew Brady (about 1823–1896) and the English Julia 
Margaret Cameron (1815–1879). Both made important 
contributions to photography, but their techniques 
and results differed widely. Brady attempted, through 
a sharp focus, to capture his subject in a realistic man-
ner, whereas Cameron, by using a soft focus, delved 
into the personality and character of the individual in 
a near-mystical way.

Brady’s reputation today is based mainly on his pic-
torial record of the American Civil War. Before the war, 
he operated a spacious studio and gallery in New York 
City, and there, in February 1860, he photographed 
Abraham Lincoln, who was campaigning to be the 
Republican nominee for president (Figure 19.17). This 
portrait introduced Lincoln to the East Coast public, 
who previously had thought the midwesterner to be 
a coarse, backwoods politician. The original photo-
graph achieved wide circulation when it was printed 
on a carte-de-visite, a 2½-inch print that was mounted 
as a calling card or collected as a personal memento. 
After Lincoln was elected president, he acknowledged 

Manet’s Olympia is neither demure nor !irtatious; she 
gazes challengingly at the observer in a mixture of 
coldness and coyness. Her posture speaks of her bold-
ness, as she sits propped up by pillows and dangles 
a shoe on her foot. She is attended by a black maid, 
whose deferential expression is in sharp contrast to 
Olympia’s haughty demeanor. At her feet lies a black 
cat, an emblem of sexuality and gloom, perhaps in-
spired by a poem by the artist’s friend Baudelaire.

More important than these historical connections, 
however, are Manet’s artistic theories and practices, 
which strained the boundaries of realism. Unlike other 
realists, whose moral or ideological feelings were re-
!ected in the subjects they painted, Manet moved to-
ward a dispassionate art in which the subject and the 
artist have no necessary connection. Manet’s achieve-
ment was revolutionary, for he had discarded the intel-
lectual themes of virtually all Western art: reliance on 
anecdote, the Bible, Christian saints, politics, nostalgia, 
Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages, and sentimental 

Figure 19.17 MATHEW BRADY. Abraham Lincoln. 1860. Library of 

Congress. Urged by his supporters in New York City, Lincoln hastily 

arranged to have Brady photograph him. Typical of the carte-de-visite, 

Lincoln is shown standing in a three-quarter-length frontal pose, a position 

in"uenced by the Western tradition of portrait painting. Dressed in the 

proper attire of the successful attorney that he was, Lincoln looks steadily 

at the viewer while resting his left hand lightly on a stack of books. This 

photograph enhanced the Honest Abe image, with its dignity, seriousness, 

and air of calm resolve. On the left is the photographer’s logo: Brady N.Y.
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forms of classical music composition—the opera, the 
sonata, and the symphony.

Although a baroque creation, opera rose to splen-
did heights under romanticism. The bourgeois public, 
bedazzled by opera’s spectacle and virtuoso singers, 
eagerly embraced this art form. Operatic composers 
sometimes wrote works speci"cally to show off the 
vocal talents of particular performers. So proli"c were 
these musicians that they wrote over half of the operas 
performed today.

Concerts also !ourished under romanticism. As the 
middle class grew wealthier, they used culture, espe-
cially music, to validate their social credentials. They 
founded orchestras, whose governing boards they ran, 
turned concerts into social rituals with unwritten codes 
of dress and behavior, and made musical knowledge 
a badge of social worthiness. Opera composers em-
braced the romantic style. Operatic orchestras became 
larger, inspiring composers to write long, elaborate 
works requiring many performers. Composers began 
to integrate the entire musical drama, creating orches-
tral music that accentuated the actions and thoughts of 
the characters onstage. Most important, the form of op-
era itself was transformed. At "rst, composers imitated 
the form they had inherited, writing operas in which a 
series of independent musical numbers—that is, arias 
(melodious songs)—alternated with recitatives (text ei-
ther declaimed in the rhythms of natural speech with 
slight musical variations or sung with fuller musical 
support). The Italian composer Verdi brought this type 

to Brady that the photograph had been instrumental 
in securing his victory.

While Brady and his staff were photographing bat-
tle"eld scenes as well as portraits, Cameron, in 1863, 
at age forty-eight, began to photograph her family 
and friends—many of whom were prominent Victo-
rians (Figure 19.18). Within two years her talent was 
recognized, and soon she was exhibiting her works 
and winning awards. Her photographs document her 
conventional views of a woman’s place in society, her 
deep Christian faith, and the impact of the romantic 
movement. In her effort to catch the consciousness 
of each sitter, Cameron experimented with lighting, 
used props and costumes, tried different cameras, and 
often developed her own plates.

Music
Originating shortly after 1800, romantic music reigned 
supreme from 1830 until 1871. Romantic works grew 
longer and more expressive as composers forged styles 
re!ecting their individual feelings. To achieve unique 
voices, romantic composers adopted varied techniques 
such as shifting rhythms, complex musical structures, 
discordant passages, and minor keys. In addition, with 
the spread of nationalistic feelings across Europe, es-
pecially after 1850, composers began to incorporate 
folk songs, national anthems, and indigenous dance 
rhythms into their music. Nonetheless, throughout this 
era romantic composers stayed true to the established 

Figure 19.18 JULIA MARGARET CAMERON. Beatrice. 1866. Victoria 

and Albert Museum, London. Cameron photographed many women 

representing religious, historical, classical, and literary females. Turning 

to The Divine Comedy, Cameron tries to capture the compelling beauty 

of Beatrice, who was one of the guiding inspirations of Dante’s famous 

work. The light, coming in from the upper right, accentuates Beatrice’s 

contemplative pose and her allure. In 1864, eight years before Cameron 

took this picture and when she was beginning her career, she wrote that 

she wanted to ennoble photography “by combining the real & Ideal and 

sacri!cing nothing of Truth by all possible devotion to Poetry and beauty.”
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the supreme expression of artistic genius occurs only 
when the arts are fused. To that end, he not only com-
posed his own scores but also wrote the librettos, 
or texts, frequently conducted the music and even 
planned the opera house in Bayreuth, Germany, where 
his later works were staged (Figure 19.19).

Wagner’s major musical achievement was the monu-
mental project titled The Ring of the Nibelung (1853–1874), 
a cycle of four operas—or music dramas, as Wagner 
called them—that ful"lled his ideal of fusing music, 
verse, and staging. In these works, the distinction be-
tween arias and recitatives was nearly erased, giving a 
continuously !owing melodic line. This uni"ed sound 
was marked by the appearance of recurring themes 
associated with particular characters, things, or ideas, 
known as leitmotifs.

Perhaps the best-known Wagnerian motif is that 
identi"ed with the valkyrie—the mythic blond women 
warriors who administered to the fallen heroes in 
Valhalla, the Norse heaven. They were the subject of 
Wagner’s second opera in the Ring cycle, Die Walküre 

(The Valkyrie) (1856). Act III of that opera begins with 
“Ride of the Valkyries,” an exciting evocation of a wild 
cosmic ride, which builds to a thrilling climax, inter-
spersed with quiet pianissimos—very soft sounds—
and crashing crescendos—increases in volume—and 
shifts in rhythm and tone color. The work, written as 
an orchestral prelude, unfolds with the curtain ris-
ing before its "nish, to reveal a stage "lled with blond 
maidens carrying dead warriors to their heavenly rest. 
Today, it is sometimes heard in "lms, as in the heli-
copter scene in Apocalypse Now, Francis Ford Coppola’s 
1979 epic about the Vietnam War.

Based on a popular romantic source—the medieval 
Norse myths—the Ring also re!ected Wagner’s be-
lief that opera should be moral. The Ring cycle warns 
against overweening ambition, its plot relating a titanic 
struggle for world mastery in which both human be-
ings and gods are destroyed because of their lust for 
power. Wagner may have been addressing this warn-
ing to the Faustian spirit that dominated capitalism in 
the industrial age—a message that went unheeded.

Another German, Johannes Brahms (1833–1897), 
dominated orchestral and chamber music after 1850 
in much the same way that Wagner did opera. Un-
like Wagner, Brahms was no musical innovator. A 
classical romanticist, he took up the mantle vacated 
by Beethoven, and he admired the baroque works of 
Bach. In Vienna, his adopted home, Brahms became 
the hero of the traditionalists who opposed the new 
music of Wagner. Neglecting the characteristic roman-
tic works of operas and program music, he won fame 
with his symphonies and chamber music. His charac-
teristic sound is mellow, always harmonic, delighting 
equally in joy and melancholy.

of opera to its peak, advancing beyond the mechanical 
aria-recitative alternation. But even as Verdi was being 
lionized for his operatic achievements, a new style of 
opera was arising in Germany in the works of Wagner, 
which were written not as independent musical sec-
tions but as continuous musical scenes.

Giuseppe Verdi [VAYR-dee] (1813–1901), Italy’s 
greatest composer of opera, followed the practice of 
the time and borrowed many of his plots from the 
works of romantic writers "lled with passion and full-
blooded emotionalism. One of the operas that brought 
him international fame was Rigoletto (1851), based on 
a play by Victor Hugo. What make it such a favorite 
with audiences are its strong characters, its beautiful 
melodies, and its dramatic unity—features that typify 
Verdi’s mature works. A study in romantic opposites, 
this work tells of a crippled court jester, Rigoletto, de-
formed physically but emotionally sensitive, coarse 
in public but a devoted parent in private. The jester’s 
daughter, Gilda, is also a study in contrasts, torn be-
tween love for her father and attraction to a corrupt 
noble.

In Rigoletto, Verdi continues to alternate arias with 
sung recitatives, but overall his music for the orchestra 
skillfully underscores the events taking place onstage. 
In addition, he employs musical passages to illustrate 
the characters’ psychology, using convoluted orches-
tral backgrounds to accompany Rigoletto’s mono-
logues, for example, or shifting from simple to showy 
musical settings to demonstrate Gilda’s con!icted 
nature. In Act III, the lighthearted aria “La donna e 
mobile” (“Woman Is Fickle”) is sung by the Duke 
of Mantua, expressing perfectly his cynical view of 
women. Following a brief orchestral section, the duke 
sings a four-line refrain, which is reprised two more 
times, in between two verses with different words. 
The theme of this tenor aria is “Woman is deceitful, 
always changeable in word and thought.” Verdi un-
derscores the irony by setting this famous aria in a 
low dive—a decaying inn—where the count has been 
lured by Maddalena, a loose woman. When the aria 
ends, Rigoletto, who has been eavesdropping on the 
Duke of Mantua, exchanges words, in recitative, with 
Maddalena’s brother, a hired killer.

 Other operas followed, enhancing Verdi’s 
mounting celebrity: La Traviata in 1853, based on 
a play written by the French romantic writer Al-

exandre Dumas [doo-MAH] the younger, and Aïda in 
1871, commissioned by Egypt’s ruler and "rst per-
formed in the Cairo opera house. 

Romantic opera reached its climax in the works 
of Richard Wagner [VAHG-nuhr] (1813–1883), who 
sought a union of music and drama. A political revo-
lutionary in his youth and a visionary thinker, Wag-
ner was deeply impressed by the romantic idea that 
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composer of lieder was the German Robert Schumann 
(1810–1856), a pianist who shifted to music journalism 
and composition when his right hand became crip-
pled in 1832. Splendid fusions of words and music, his 
songs are essentially duets for voice and piano.

Schumann’s lieder are often parts of song cycles 
held together with unifying themes. One of his best-
known song cycles is Dichterliebe (A Poet’s Love) (1840), 
set to verses by Heinrich Heine (1797–1856), Germany’s 
preeminent lyric poet. This song cycle superbly illus-
trates the romantic preoccupation with program mu-
sic. For instance, the song “Im Wunderschönen Monat 
Mai” (“In the Marvelously Beautiful Month of May”) 
conveys the longing of Heine’s text through ascending 
lines of melody and an unresolved climax. The pas-
sion in this song cycle was inspired by Schumann’s 
marriage to Clara Wieck (1819–1896), a piano virtuoso 
and composer in her own right.

Despite his conservative musicianship, Brahms’s 
work incorporates many romantic elements. Continu-
ing the art-song tradition established by Schubert (see 
Chapter 18), Brahms introduced folk melodies into his 
pieces. In his instrumental works, he often aimed for 
the expressiveness of the human voice, the “singing” 
style preferred in romanticism. He was also indebted 
to the romantic style for the length of his symphonies, 
the use of rhythmic variations in all his works, and, 
above all, the rich lyricism and songfulness of his 
music.

Despite the dominance of classical musical forms, 
this period was the zenith of romantic lieder, or art 
songs. The continuing popularity of lieder re!ected 
bourgeois taste and power, since amateur perfor-
mances of these songs were a staple of home enter-
tainment for the well-to-do, especially in Germany 
and Austria. In the generation after Schubert, the best 

Figure 19.19 Richard Wagner. Bayreuth Festspielhaus (Festival Theatre), Germany. 1872–1876.  

This 2009 photograph shows the Bayreuth Festspielhaus as it looks today. The German architect Gottfried 

Semper (1803–1879) made a preliminary design, but the !nished building re"ects Wagner’s vision, both 

nationalistic and personal. Wagner demanded a venue—a neo-European theater, he called it—that would 

showcase the German spirit and character, as he proclaimed in his speech at the 1872 founding ceremony. 

And, of equal weight, he planned the theater’s interior details, according to his artistic speci!cations. 

For instance, the orchestra pit is under the stage, covered by a hood, and invisible to the audience. This 

arrangement allows the audience to gaze directly at the singers on the stage, their line of sight not interrupted 

by the orchestra. Today, the theater is dedicated exclusively to the performance of Wagner’s operas.
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SUMMARY

The Age of the Bourgeoisie was bracketed with violent 
events, beginning with uprisings in France, Belgium, 
Poland, Greece, and Switzerland and ending in 1871 
with the treaty that concluded the Franco-German 
war. In between were other notable violent events: 
the 1848 revolutions that erupted in Europe’s larg-
est cities; Civil War in the United States of America, 
1861–1865; and periodic unrest up and down the Ital-
ian peninsula.

Beneath the violence, however, fundamental changes 
were reshaping the West. The great power system 
was expanded when Italy and Germany each became 
uni" ed states (1871). Americans felt closer together, 
as railroads ran between major cities, both in Europe 
and its colonies and in the United States. Serfdom 
was abolished in Russia (1861). Slavery was ended 
across the British colonies (1834) and in the United 
States (1863). (Slavery had been made illegal earlier in 
Great Britain, in 1772.) In the United States, with the 
Fifteenth Amendment (1871), adult African American 
males were given the same voting rights as the rest 
of the adult males. Elsewhere, the picture was not as 
clear. By 1871, voting rights in most Western nations 
extended only to males who owned property. Other 
dramatic cultural changes included technological in-

novations (the camera) and scienti" c breakthroughs 
(Pasteur’s germ theory of disease).

Because of the foregoing changes, many artists and 
humanists found this an exhilarating time. Old ways 
of looking at the world were collapsing. Darwin’s the-
ory of evolution located humankind within the animal 
kingdom—and not as creatures of God. Higher critics 
construed biblical texts as mere works of literature, 
written by mortals. Photography challenged painting 
as a faithful record of historical events and personali-
ties. Romanticism was a victim of these transforma-
tions, as it was replaced by a realist style that ! ashed 
across the cultural spectrum. Great realist works were 
created by writers (Balzac, Flaubert, and Dickens) and 
artists (Daumier and Millet). In politics, a few leaders 
practiced a realist style called realpolitik—a heavy-
handed approach to governing. Some artists and hu-
manists, who believed they could see into the future, 
abandoned realism to become part of the ragtag gang 
of outsiders, committed to new forms of expression, 
of which Manet is the best known. In western mu-
sic, however, realism had no impact. Romantic music 
reigned supreme, in the operas of Verdi and Wagner 
and the orchestral and chamber works of Brahms.

KEY CULTURAL TERMS

utilitarianism
socialism
evangelicalism
holiness

higher criticism
evolution
realism
transcendentalism

slave narrative
luminism
aria
libretto

music drama
leitmotif
pianissimo
crescendo
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